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This web application provide tools for 
transportation and urban planners and 
professionals to assess information about the 
social, economic, transportation, and community 
characteristics, and recommend
strategies to reach out the public based upon 
community characteristics. 

It is a geo-spatial decision-making assisting tool kit, 
suited for transportation and community 
planners. 

Purpose and Clients



Customized Demographic Reports
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Community Background Reports

Public Outreach Strategies



Customized Demographic Reports
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This is an interactive mapping and reporting  
tool that allows you to extract or retrieve  
demographic information by selecting one 
or  more of the following geographies:

• municipalities (cities, towns, villages)
• neighborhoods (example: Little Haiti)

• census block groups



Start the interactive demographic reporting tool by clicking on

or click on “Customized Demographic Reports” in the top tool bar. This will lead you to the interactive  
mapping interface.



When you select the geographic area at the County level, the “Show …Demographics” function will lead to  
the summary statistics for all three counties and will show how they compare to the entire State of Florida.



When you select the geographic area at the County level, the “Show …Demographics” function will lead to  
the summary statistics for all three counties and will show how they compare to the entire State of Florida.  The 
table can be sorted on a column by clicking on that column’s Button in the heading. (See also Help box)



Click on one or more of the three counties outlined in blue on the map, i.e. Palm Beach, Broward, or  
Miami-Dade, to go to smaller geographic areas.



Click on “Show” in the pull-down menu and you will see the “Demographics” option. Click on it to  
show the summary statistics for Miami-Dade counties.



Here is the summary of combined demographic information for both counties selected. You can get one  
summary report for any combination of selected counties.



In the pull-down menu under “County”, you will see a list of smaller geographic areas, i.e. “Census  Places” 
(includes cities, towns, villages and Census defined places), “Block Groups”, and  “Neighborhoods”. Select 
“Census Places”.



Census Places includes cities, towns, villages and census-defined areas. The Help box on the right  
provides a legend which shows color lines for different types of Census Places, .



Select on the map the polygons for Hialeah and Miami Lakes, then click on “Demographics” in the  
“Show” pull-down menu.



Demographic Report Dashboard

The next five slides show the content and  
navigation and export functions within the  
interactive demographic report dashboard for  
the selected geographic area, which is the 
Hialeah and Miami Lakes in this example.
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Here is the summary of combined demographic information for both cities selected. You can get one  
summary report for any combination of two or more cities.



or

The arrows in the graph shows all navigation tools. You can toggle between to the previous “map” or the  
next strategies by clicking on or . The Hypertext in the Help box also allows you to  
toggle between different sections of the report.  The CSV or KML export functions are available.



The radio buttons below the charts can be clicked to select the variable, making the charts interactive.



This summary report shows, in both absolute counts and percentage, the comparison among the selected  
geographic area (the City of Miami in this example), the County (Miami Dade in this example), and the State  of
Florida.



Demographic Data Source
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The primary data sources are:
• 2010 Census of Population and Housing;
• 2011-2015 American Community Survey  

(ACS)



Selected Data Categories
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The primary selection of the data categories  
are based upon FDOT’s recommendation for  
transportation planning: population, race 
and  ethnicity, age, education, income.

Additional these categories are added per 
user  recommendation: language, 
employment,  disabilities, foreign born, 
housing, and  transportation habits (e.g. 
mean miles driven,  vehicles, means of 
transportation to work, and  travel time)



Demographic Reporting Tool
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You can repeat the same procedure for 
selected  census block groups. Census block 
groups are  the smallest geographic containers 
for  comprehensive demographic information. 
You  can use these units to roughly form a  
“neighborhood” and get summary statistics.



Multiple census block groups can be selected by clicking on each one in succession.

Demographic data shown later will be a summary for all the areas you have selected, taken together.



This display shows summary statistics for the selected census block groups and options for download or export



Demographic Reporting Tool

Another function of this tool is to provide a list  of 
“points of interest” for the purpose of  identifying 
meeting places and outreach  locations.
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This display shows potential locations to hold public meetings and outreach events



Demographic Reporting Tool
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In the current version, we added “Limited  
English Proficiency”, “Elderly” and “Land 
Cover” map. 



In “show…Limited English” you will see a thematic map showing the percentage of population who 

speak English “not well” or “not at all”. In the HELP window, you have the legend for the map.



In “show…Elderly” you will see a thematic map showing the percentage of population who are 65 or 

older. In the HELP window, you have the legend for the map.



In “show…Land Cover” you will see a thematic map showing Land Classification. In the HELP window, you have 

the legend for the map. The methodology related to the land classification map can be access here.

http://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1066&context=gis


Community Background Reports

•Community Background Reports (CBRs) are meant 
to supplement  the demographic statistics with 
historical, social, and economic  background 
information about a municipality or a pre-defined  
neighborhood.

•The user can access the CBRs directly from the 
homepage, or once a geographic area or census place 
is selected, directly from the interactive  mapping
interface.

• In the current version, we have included an 
interactive mapping component within the 
CBRs.
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Select a report that you want to take a look by clicking on it.



Five Sections in the CBRs: 
1. Interactive Mapping 

(Bicycle facilities, 
Transit, Real Time Traffic, 
English-Limited, 
Elderly, Land Cover 
Classifications, 
(to) Work, and (to) Home 
(traffic hotspots)
2. History
3. Community Dynamics
4. Business Landscape
5. Transportation 

Characteristics

http://dpantherdev02.ad.fiu.edu/itis/cbr/surfside_townof.html


Public Outreach Strategies

•As with the Community Background Reports,  the 
Public Outreach Strategies can be accessed  both from 
the home page and from the  interactive mapping tool.

•This tutorial now resumes using the previously  
selected census block groups as an example.
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Please note that you must run a demographic report first in order to get recommended strategies for your  
selected geographic area.



Click in the              bottom.



32The strategies provided here are ranked by the system, based upon the demographic profiles of the  selected block 
groups.  The most advisable strategies appear at the top, with higher scores. The demographic weights and strategy 
scoring method can be access here.

http://dpanther2.fiu.edu/itis/DemogScores.html
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The Cost and Time sliding bars can be adjusted, and the list of strategies and their usability scores will be re-
generated based upon the designated importance of cost and time.
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Explanations of Cost, Time and Demographic Weights are provided below the strategies list. A higher score  in 
demographic weights shows the importance of a given characteristic. The demographic weights and strategy 
scoring method can be access here.

http://dpanther2.fiu.edu/itis/DemogScores.html


Clicking in a Strategy, a document explain that Strategy will appear giving many information about that.
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You can access the Public Outreach Strategies through the existing Transportation Outreach Planner, or  
the new 2010 Census Demographic Reporting Tool.

Recommendation and Ranking by  
weights

Static Browse View of the  
Toolkits



Organizational Structur
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Use of Strategies in Public Involvement

Sample Use of the Public Outreach Strategies:

You are interested in using Social Media for an educational campaign,  
but are not certain if this is a good strategy for your target demographic.  
You are also uncertain of how to use social media for public  
involvement. The budget is $15,000.

Your target community has a high percentage of low income residents,  
as well as a large number of residents who have with little or no high  
school education.

How can the Public Outreach Strategies Toolbox help you?
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Use of Strategies in Public Involvement

Tips:

• Review the Recommended Target Groups  
section to see who the target groups are  
and the suggested use of the strategy.

• Read the Description for a brief overview  
of the Strategy.
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Use of Strategies in Public Involvement

Tips:

• The Cost section will provide information on how  
much funding is needed to implement the strategy.

• Read Special Uses section to see how the Strategy  
can be used in public involvement efforts.
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Tip:

• In the Implementation Guideline
and Suggestions section, you will
find a step by step guide on how to
implement the Strategy.

Use of Strategies in Public Involvement
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Use of Strategies in Public Involvement

Tips:

• Review the Recommended  
Demographics section to  
determine if the strategy is suitable  
for the target population you are  
trying to reach.

• The Lessons Learned section will  
provide additional suggestions of  
what works and things to avoid.
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Use of Strategies in Public Involvement

Tips:

• The Case Study section can  
be used to see how the  
Strategy has been used in  
other places.

• In the For Further  
Information section, you  
will find links to additional  
resources and useful  
information that will help  
you implement the Strategy.



In this real life scenario, we would like to focus on the area around Florida International
University and figure out the demographic profile of this area for transportation planning
purposes.

In this case, a project that takes place on  8th Street, near the FIU campus, and we need to 
reach out to community north of FIU in the City of Sweetwater.

We want to identify the demographic groups within the area and the recommended strategies  
for reaching out to these groups.

Use TOP tools for real life decision  making

Always follow the instructions 
in the “Help” box; 

Always click on a County in the
Maps first before you select a 
Geography, e.g. Census Places, Block groups

“Block groups” are you smallest “Lego” 
pieces to build customized area. 



Type the address of FIU into the location box. Zoom in to FIU on the map. Make sure “Block Groups”  is 
selected in the pull-down menu.



Select the blue polygons outlining the census block groups on the north edge of the FIU campus. Click  
on “Demographics” in the Show pull-down menu.



This is the summary of statistics for the selected area north of FIU. You will note that there is an  interesting 
shift in the working age population from 18 to 64 between 1990 and 2010. Hispanics make up  94.07% of 
the population in this area.



The average per capita income is far below the county and state averages; and 29.92% of the population  
does not have a high school degree.



Click on



A list of strategies will display, ranked by suitability for the Sweetwater area in our example, from top to  
bottom.  We can adjust the bars to re-sort the listing based upon time and money available.



Questions?

Credits (active in black):

Miami-Dade MPO, Broward MPO, Palm Beach MPO (Funding  
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Daniel Mcgillicuddy, Levente Juhasz, Boyuan 

Guan (Developers)  

Jennifer Fu, Steve Switzer and Rosa Davis

(Writers)
Contact:

Jennifer Fu (Principal Investigator)  

305-348-3138
fujen@fiu.edu

Miami Dade MPO Program Manager:  

Elizabeth Rockwell
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